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WIPE-RX
REFILLABLE WIPE SYSTEM
Cleaner - Deodorizer - Disinfectant
The WIPE-RX® System is the ultimate alternative
to using a spray bottle, bucket and rag or pre-packaged wipes for surface cleaning and disinfecting.
While there are other wipe products available, the
WIPE-RX® system is the only one that is designed
to be used with our Airx disinfectants and cleaners.
We provide the end user with proper labeling
(product identification with cautions) for the WIPERX® containers.

WIPE-RX® Non Woven Heavy-Duty Wipes are designed specifically for use our with Airx concentrated
disinfectants and outperform comparable wipes with
our proven heavy duty design. Wipe-RX® WIPES
have been tested and do not affect the quaternary
levels after dilution and treatment.
Replace your open bucket and rag cleaning and
reduce your chemical usage.

Description

The WIPE-RX® System is the ultimate alternative to using a spray bottle, bucket
and rag or pre-packaged wipes for surface cleaning and disinfecting. Some wipe
materials are made with high amounts of less expensive cellulose. Cellulose has
a negative chemical action on materials such as quats and bleach. This reaction
renders the disinfectant and bleach non-efficacious in as little as a few hours.
Without the proper wipe material, your cleaning and disinfecting would be
ineffective.

Uses

Great for cleaning around the office, bathroom, car, food processing areas
or wherever you need a fast, easy to use system for cleaning and disinfecting.
You can use RX15, RX44 ACE or HDQ, RX78+ or RX101 non-disinfectant
with the WIPE-RX® system. You can also use your household bleach.
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WIPE-RX
REFILLABLE WIPE SYSTEM
Cleaner - Deodorizer - Disinfectant

Benefits

LONGER SHELF LIFE-WIPE-RX® System Wipes do not affect the efficacy of RX78+, RX44 ACE/HDQ, RX15, &
bleach when products are diluted properly and used in the bucket system.
BETTER DISINFECTION-More even distribution of cleaning and disinfection than towels, microfiber or mops when
used in a open bucket system.
EASY TO USE- Just add your cleaning solution.
PORTABLE- Take the WIPE-RX® Bucket with you where you need it with its handle for easy carrying.
SAVES MONEY: Controls chemical cost and usage. No used cloths to launder.
NO CROSS CONTAMINATION- Closed system eliminates costly errors.

Directions

• Only one quart of solution is needed for each WIPE-RX® roll. The fill level is marked on the outside of the bucket.
• You can use a dispensing system, measure device or use a gallon childproof cap from the Airx product to measure the chemical.
Each cap is 1/8th of an ounce.
• Add the proper amount of chemical to the bucket so you have a quart of solution ready for the WIPE-RX® roll.
• Insert the roll of the WIPE-RX® into the bucket. It is better to allow the mixed chemical to migrate into the roll. It only takes 15-20
minutes for it to be absorbed.
• As you put the cap on the bucket pull the roll of WIPE-RX® from the center and insert it through the pop up opening in the lid.
Only leave enough to grab it.
• Now you need to properly label the WIPE -RX® bucket. Choose one of the preprinted labels from the supplied
packet and affix to the bucket.
• Proper labeling is important to the WIPE- RX® program. You need correct handling instructions and cautions on each WIPE RX®
bucket. That is why we include them.

Specifications

WIPE TYPE..............................................100% Non Woven
EFFECT ON QUATERNARY .................................... Stable
DIMENSIONS ..................................................12X12.5 inch
WIPE COUNT PER ROLL.................................................90

Distributed by:

DILUTION RATES

RX15- 1 ounce or 8 capfuls added to 1 quart of water
RX44 ACE & HDQ 1/2 ounce or 4 capfuls added to 1 quart of water
RX78+ 1/4 ounce or 2 capfuls added to 1 quart of water
RX101 3 ounces or 24 capfuls added to 1 quart of water
Bleach- 3.2 ounces or 26 capfuls per quart of water
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